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QUESTION 1

What are three valid ways to exchange data through a Pega Web Mashup? (Choose three.) 

A. Use an SQL call to exchange data between the mashup and hosting web page. 

B. Use the data-pega-event-onpagedata attribute to configure the default value for the gadget. 

C. Use a queue processor to pass updated attributes to the gadget on the hosting web page. 

D. Use an action object configured as a script to perform additional actions on a web mashup gadget. 

E. Use the Javascript function doAction() to set or read data values through the hosting web page. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

Reference: https://collaborate.pega.com/question/pega-mashup-data-passing 

 

QUESTION 2

You are configuring duplicate case search logic in a case type. How do you ensure that resolved cases are not
evaluated as potential duplicates? 

A. Add a weighted condition where the work status of potential duplicates does not contain "Resolved" 

B. Add a weighted condition where the work status of the current case does not contain "Resolved" 

C. Add a must match condition where the work status of potential duplicates does not contain "Resolved" 

D. Add a must match condition where the work status of the current case does not contain "Resolved" 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://myknowpega.com/2018/02/19/duplicate-search-case/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A claims framework contains two rulesets, ClaimsFW and ClaimsFWInt, and an application built on the framework
contains two rulesets, Claims and ClaimsInt. Which statement is false if all the rulesets are configured as Application
Validation? 

A. Rules in ClaimsFWInt can reference rules in ClaimsFW 

B. Rules in Claims can reference rules in ClaimsFW 

C. Rules in ClaimsInt can reference rules in Claims 

D. Rules in ClaimsFW can reference rules in Claims 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A travel reservation servicing case includes a service level for responding to requests. The service level intervals vary
according to passenger status, class of service, and fare type. Which implementation satisfies this requirement? 

A. Create a single property circumstanced rule and a when rule 

B. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule and a when rule 

C. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule, a circumstance definition, and a circumstance template 

D. Create a single property circumstanced rule 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A claims management application sends notifications based on the type of damage. Each notification includes a privacy
statement, which varies by country. 

Which implementation satisfies this requirement? 

A. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule, a circumstance definition, and a circumstance template. 

B. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule and a when rule. 

C. Create a single property circumstanced rule and a when rule. 

D. Create a single property circumstanced rule. 

Correct Answer: A 
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